
Possible Attacks

Takeaway: AuthentiCall 
provides  end-to-end 
authentication of identity 
and call content for modern 
phone calls

Call content naturally changes as it is 
transcoded in the network, and 
cryptographic hashes over call audio 
cannot distinguish legitimate changes 
from attacks. Instead, we use the RSH 
algorithm* to digest call content at a low 
bitrate to distinguish legitimate changes 
f rom at tacks . Changes can be 
measured with bit error between 
digests

Authentication Handshake

AuthentiCall  uses an auxiliary data connection (e.g., LTE, WIFi) to 
authenticate calls end-to-end over the existing phone network
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 Why Phone Networks Have 
Poor Authentication

In the modern phone network, calls are 
routed through gateways at network 
boundaries that remove authentication 
information and modify call audio.

Content Digests

AuthentiCall can detect 99% of 
tampered audio frames with a false 
positive roughly once every 6 years
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Fig. 2. Broad overview of attacks possible on Caller ID and call content in
current telephony landscape.

in time, and removing/injecting audio to one or both sides.
Such an adversary is much more likely to require nation-state
level sophistication, but exists nonetheless. Examples of both
classes of adversary are shown in Figure 2.

Given that the bitwise encoding of audio is unlikely to
be the same at each endpoint, end-to-end encryption is not
a viable means of protecting call content or integrity across
the heterogeneous telephony landscape. Moreover, while we
argue that the majority of phones have access to at least a
low-bandwidth data connection, solutions that demand high-
speed data access at all times (i.e., pure VoIP calls) do not
offer solutions for the vast majority of calls (i.e., cellular calls).
Finally, we claim no ability to make changes throughout the
vast and disparate technologies that make up the core networks
of modern telephony and instead focus strictly on addressing
this problem in an end-to-end fashion.

We define four participants: the Caller (R), the Callee (E),
the Server (S), and the Adversary (Adv). Callers and Callees
will register with the AuthentiCall service as described in the
next section and will generate credentials1 that include a public
key. AuthentiCall will achieve the following security goals in
the presence of the above-described adversaries:

1) (G1) Proof of Number Ownership: During the process
of registration, R will actively demonstrate ownership
of its claimed Caller ID to S before it receives a signed
certificate.

2) (G2) Authentication of the Caller: E will be able
to cryptographically verify the identity of R prior to
accepting an incoming call.

3) (G3) Authentication of the Callee: R will be able to
cryptographically verify the identity of E as soon as the
call begins.

4) (G4) Integrity Protection of Call Content: Both R and
E will be able to verify that the analog voice content has
not been meaningfully altered, or that new content has
not been injected by a man in the middle. Additionally,
both will be protected against concurrent call attacks.

5) (G5) Proof of Liveness: Both R and E will be able to
detect if the other party is no longer on the call, perhaps

1The details of which are described in depth in Section IV.

as the result of a man in the middle attempting to engage
in the call after the initial authentication phase.

IV. PROTOCOL DESIGN AND EVALUATION

In the previous section, we saw that AuthentiCall has five
security goals to meet, and this section describes the three
protocols that AuthentiCall uses to achieve these goals. These
are the Enrollment, Handshake, and Call Integrity protocols.

These protocols make use of certificates issued to each client
that indicate that a particular client controls a specific phone
number. Others have proposed a full public key infrastructure
for telephony [68] called a “TPKI” that would have as its
root the North American Numbering Plan Administration with
licensed carriers acting as certificate authorities. This PKI
would issue an authoritative certificate that a phone number is
owned by a particular entity, and AuthentiCall could enforce
that calls take place between the entities specified in those
certificates. While AuthentiCall can leverage the proposed
TPKI, a fully-deployed TPKI is not necessary as AuthentiCall
can act as its own certificate authority (this is discussed further
in the enrollment protocol).

All of these protocols make use of a client-server architec-
ture, where an AuthentiCall server acts as either an endpoint
or intermediary between user clients. There are several reasons
for this design choice. First, having a centralized relay sim-
plifies the development of AuthentiCall. Second, it allows the
server to prevent abuses of AuthentiCall like robodialing by
a single party by implementing rate limiting. The server can
authenticate callers before allowing the messages to be trans-
mitted, providing a mechanism for banning misbehaving users.
Finally, all protocols (including handshake and enrollment)
implement end-to-end cryptography. Assuming the integrity
of the AuthentiCall certificate authority infrastructure and the
integrity of the client, no other entity of the AuthentiCall
network can read or fabricate protocol messages. We also
assume that all communications between clients and servers
use a secure TLS configuration with server authentication.

Our protocols have another goal: no human interaction
except for choosing to accept a call. There are two primary
reasons for this. First, it is well established that ordinary users
(and even experts) have difficulty executing secure protocols
correctly [88]. Second, in other protocols that rely on human
interaction, the human element has been shown to be the most
vulnerable [76].

The following subsections detail the three protocols in Au-
thentiCall. The first protocol, the enrollment protocol, ensures
that a given AuthentiCall user actually controls the phone
number they claim to own (G1). The enrollment protocol
also issues a certificate to the user. The second protocol, the
handshake protocol, mutually authenticates two calling parties
at call time (G2 and G3). The final protocol, the call integrity
protocol, ensures the security of the voice channel and the
content it carries (G4 and G5).

A. Enrollment Protocol
The enrollment protocol ensures that a client controls a

claimed number and establishes a certificate that binds the
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Sophisticated and unsophisticated 
adversaries can spoof Caller ID and 
even intercept and modify call audio
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AuthentiCall adds only 1 to 1.41 
seconds to call establishment

Legitimate audio modifications change 
10-20% of digest bits, while content 
substitution changes 48% of bits on 
average

The inability to know the true source of 
calls facilitates prank calls, robocalls, 
scams, “swatting” attacks, and other 
problems in the phone network. 

* Y. Jiao, L. Ji, and X. Niu, “Robust Speech Hashing for Content Authentication,” 
IEEE Signal Processing Letters, vol. 16, no. 9, pp. 818–821, Sep. 2009.
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